INTRODUCTION
============

The structure of chromatin *in vivo* remains one of the major unsolved problems in biology, despite its eminent importance as template onto which transcription, replication, recombination and repair occur. Chromatin is a hierarchical structure, and the nucleosome, which consists of ∼150 bp of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) wrapped around an octamer of histone proteins, is its constitutive basic element. The nucleosome structure has been resolved with atomic precision by X-ray diffraction ([@gks586-B1],[@gks586-B2]), and its biological function has been extensively studied by molecular biology and biophysics techniques over the past three decades. Beyond the nucleosome level, chromatin structure is far less characterized. Condensed nucleosome arrays that fold into a '30 nm fiber' have been described long ago using electron microscopy of chromatin spread at moderate ionic strength ([@gks586-B3]), yet their exact structure still remains strongly debated ([@gks586-B4]), and 30 nm fibers were not convincingly detected *in vivo* using high-resolution electron microscopy of thin nuclear sections, which rather pointed to the existence of fibers with a variety of diameters, none particularly resonant with a hierarchical organization built on a 30 nm structural element ([@gks586-B5]). At larger scales, chromatin is arranged in three dimensions ([@gks586-B6]), allowing for crosstalk between distant chromatin loci in *cis* and in *trans* that participate in large-scale expression regulation ([@gks586-B7]). Although this architectural level seems to be crucial for genomic transactions, as is its conservation through cell cycle ([@gks586-B8]), the multiscale structure of chromatin is still hotly debated ([@gks586-B9]), and the topological parameters characterizing this organization remain unknown.

Recent studies indicated that a fractal model of chromatin architecture is consistent with structural data on chromatin interminglement ([@gks586-B10]) and with the diffusion and binding properties of chromatin interacting proteins ([@gks586-B11]). Fractal structures are self-similar, meaning that they consist of characteristic patterns that can be repeatedly observed after zooming in on any part of it at any magnification. The fractal formalism has been successfully used to describe numerous natural shapes \[[Figure 1](#gks586-F1){ref-type="fig"}a, ([@gks586-B12; @gks586-B13; @gks586-B14])\], and several studies have invoked this model in the nuclear context. For instance, the analysis of genomic DNA sequences by statistical methods showed long-range correlations, which are characteristic of fractal geometries, although the biological origin and function of this organization remain unclear ([@gks586-B15; @gks586-B16; @gks586-B17; @gks586-B18; @gks586-B19; @gks586-B20; @gks586-B21]). The three-dimensional (3D) spatial organization of the genome was also proposed to be fractal based on the hypothesis that chromosomes are unknotted structures so as to prevent the formation of glass-like architectures that are inconsistent with the dynamic and reconfigurable properties of chromatin for expression regulation ([@gks586-B22]), and each chromosome was proposed to adopt a crumpled globule conformation ([@gks586-B23]). Interestingly, a fractal organization of chromosomes fits well with the polymeric nature of chromatin, as generic fractal models were successfully applied to describe polymer conformations ([@gks586-B24]). Figure 1.Examples of 2D and 3D fractals. (**a**) The romanesco broccoli is one of the most popular natural fractal architecture. **(b)** The left panel shows the first, second, third and fifth iterations for the recursive construction of a 2D Hilbert fractal. The right panel is a 3D Hilbert curve, which fractal dimension is equal to *f* = 3. These two examples constitute deterministic fractals. **(c)** The picture represents a 3D crumpled globule polymer conformation (with permission from the AAAS ([@gks586-B11])), which is a maximally compact, knot-free and fractal architecture. **(d)** Dark pixels form a 2D percolation cluster, which is obtained by clustering randomly distributed elements using nearest-neighbor connections. The fractal dimension of a percolation cluster is *f* = 2.5.

A few reviews recently discussed the relevance of the crumpled globule model for chromosome architecture ([@gks586-B25; @gks586-B26; @gks586-B27]). In this study, we provide an overview of the experimental results that support a fractal organization in the nucleus. We show that the term fractal refers to several architectural components of the nucleus, including the DNA or protein components of chromosomes, for which fractal structural characterizations are not equivalent. We then explore the implications of a fractal nuclear organization for biological processes, and we give an outlook on future experiments that should provide additional insights on chromatin organization and allow to validate or falsify the fractal model of chromatin.

A FEW FACTS ON FRACTALS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO CHROMOSOMES
============================================================

The romanesco broccoli is a popular example of fractal object, in which one structural pattern is repeatedly observed at all scales \[([@gks586-B28]), [Figure 1](#gks586-F1){ref-type="fig"}\]. The evaluation of the contour length of the outline of this structure leads to a surprising outcome: as we increase the resolution (equivalently the zoom factor), we detect a growing number of structural elements, so that this line cannot be mapped with a finite number of geometrical objects ([Figure 1](#gks586-F1){ref-type="fig"}b), and its length is infinite. The morphology of this object can nevertheless be characterized by the fractal dimension *f*, which can be measured by assessing the mass distribution (i.e. the number of structural elements *N*) at a given zoom factor *R* according to the following relationship: The fractal dimension of the outline of the romanesco broccoli is a non-integer number of ∼1.26, and more generally, this parameter somewhat varies between 1 and 2 for a line in 2D. Interestingly, the case of a fractal line with an integer dimension of 2 or 3 corresponds to a space filling object, as shown with the 2D or 3D Hilbert curve shown in [Figure 1](#gks586-F1){ref-type="fig"}b or c, respectively. The Hilbert curve is a deterministic fractal, meaning that its structure is obtained by a recursive process in which each repetition is built on the previous result ([Figure 1](#gks586-F1){ref-type="fig"}b), but the concept can be generalized to random fractals ([Figure 1](#gks586-F1){ref-type="fig"}c and d), in which case the fractal dimension is defined statistically by measuring the average number of structural elements for a given zoom.

Mathematical fractals are invariant over an unlimited range of scales, but natural fractals are self-similar only within a spatial domain with upper and lower scaling limits that typically spread over two or three orders of magnitude. Chromatin is a long polymer that fills the nuclear volume at an estimated concentration from ∼100 to 200--400 mg/ml ([@gks586-B29],[@gks586-B30]). It is constituted by a series of structural elements including DNA, the nucleosome, the chromatin fiber, higher order chromatin loops, coils or folds, chromosome territories and the nucleus itself, which are associated to different spatial scales of ∼2 nm, 10 nm, 30 nm, 200 nm, 1 µm and 20 µm, respectively. Therefore, chromatin architecture spans four orders of magnitude. To the best of our knowledge, there are currently no methods to probe chromatin organization in living cells over this complete spectrum, most techniques rather providing structural information over two orders, and we will, therefore, survey the experimental evidence for the fractal organization of chromatin specifying their spatial relevance.

The fractal dimension is a static architectural parameter, which does not provide information on how dynamical processes, e.g. transport by molecular diffusion, occur in fractal environments ([@gks586-B31]). In the specific case of diffusion, which, together with the binding properties, determines the behavior of nearly every nuclear protein ([@gks586-B32]), the analysis of the motion of inert tracers in fractal environments based on the temporal evolution of the average mean square displacement (*L*^2^) for a given time lag Δ*t* generally exhibits anomalous subdiffusive behaviors: with *γ* the anomaly parameter and *γ* ≥ 2. Note that the anomaly parameter is equal to 2 for normal diffusion in free space. The anomalous response in fractal environments is due to the existence of spatial heterogeneities that create dead ends and impede the progression of tracers ([@gks586-B33]). Interestingly, *f* refers to the geometry of a fractal structure and *γ* to dynamical processes occurring within this architecture. Although these quantities can be related for some theoretical structures ([@gks586-B34]), there are no general rules to relate them, so they are generally treated independently for experimental studies.

EVIDENCE FROM IMAGE ANALYSIS
============================

Image analysis provided the first evidence for a fractal organization of chromatin architecture, which was associated to a fractal dimension of *f* ∼ 2.5 in the 0.15--2.7 µm spatial range, using bright field microscopy on breast epithelial cells obtained by fine-needle aspiration biopsies and stained with ultrafast Papanicolaou protocol \[([@gks586-B35]), [Table 1](#gks586-T1){ref-type="table"}\]. A number of subsequent studies performed with confocal microscopy, that is with a better axial resolution, supported the large scale fractal organization of chromatin and the estimate for the fractal dimension *f* ∼ 2.4--2.5 ([@gks586-B39],[@gks586-B40]). It has now become relatively common in clinical diagnosis to incorporate fractal analysis into image analysis devices for cancer cell classification ([@gks586-B41; @gks586-B42; @gks586-B43]). Textural analysis was also applied to transmission electron micrographs of cell nuclei stained with uranyl acetate as a contrast agent ([@gks586-B44]), and a fractal spatial organization of chromatin was detected. Although optical imaging at these resolutions provides only a 2D projection, either of the entire nucleus or a relatively thick optical section within it fractal properties of 2D images are good indicators of a 3D optical organization, as it has been shown that 2D intensity images exhibit fractal patterns only if the corresponding 3D architecture is fractal in the general case of Brownian self-similarity ([@gks586-B45]), which is a reasonable model for polymeric chromatin. Table 1.Summary of fractal dimensions characterizing the mass distribution \[*f* in [Eq. (1)](#gks586-M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}\] and the line of polymer in space \[*ε* in [Eq. (3)](#gks586-M3){ref-type="disp-formula"}\] and the associated measurement technique for DNA, chromatin, proteins and the nucleoplasm, which are represented in black, green, red and blue, respectively. Note that these results have been sorted according to their respective length scalesTechniqueMass fractal dimensionLine fractal dimensionSpatial length scaleTentative interpretationLimitationsNeutron scattering ([@gks586-B36])2.20.02--0.4 µmRandom or swollen polymer chainsDirect evidence but isolated nucleiNeutron scattering ([@gks586-B36])2.40.02--0.4 µmPercolation clusterDirect evidence but isolated nucleiFISH ([@gks586-B37],[@gks586-B38])2.0--2.20.15--1 µmRandom or swollen polymer chainsFixed cellsNeutron scattering ([@gks586-B36])2.50.02--10 µmPercolation clusterDirect evidence but isolated nucleiTextural analysis ([@gks586-B35])2.4--2.50.3--3 µmPercolation clusterMostly in fixed cells. Problem of chromatin reporterHi-C ([@gks586-B10])330.4--3 µmCrumpled globule or random loopsIndirect evidence based on contact probabilityNeutron scattering DNA ([@gks586-B36])3.10.4--10 µmCrumpled globule or random loopsDirect evidence but isolated nucleiNeutron scattering ([@gks586-B36])2.90.4--10 µmCrumpled globule or random loopsDirect evidence but isolated nucleiFISH ([@gks586-B37],[@gks586-B38])3.21--5 µmCrumpled globule or random loopsFixed cellsRheology: euchromatin ([@gks586-B11])2.60.02--0.2 µmLess compact explorationIndirect evidence in living cellsRheology: heterochromatin ([@gks586-B11])2.20.02--0.1 µmCompact explorationIndirect evidence in living cells

EVIDENCE FROM NEUTRON SCATTERING
================================

Neutron scattering is presumably the optimal method to probe chromatin fractal organization over a broad spatial range, because it can cover the length scale spectrum from 15 nm to 10 µm ([@gks586-B36], [@gks586-B46]). This technique, however, is not applicable to intact cells because the contributions of cytoplasm and the nucleoplasm scattering cannot be differentiated. Lebedev *et al*. thus set out to perform neutron scattering on isolated chicken erythrocyte nuclei and observed that the relationship between the scattering intensity and the scattering vector follows a power law scaling, which is characteristic of a fractal organization. A bi-phasic response with a fractal dimension of *f* ∼ 2.4 in the length spectrum 15--400 nm and *f* ∼ 2.9 for larger length scales was detected. The response could then be studied in finer details by assaying the contribution of DNA architecture that also exhibited two different regimes of fractality with a fractal dimension of *f* ∼ 2.2 in 15--400 nm space domain and a *f* ∼ 3.2 exponent for larger length scales \[([@gks586-B36]), [Table 1](#gks586-T1){ref-type="table"}\]. Intriguingly, neutron scattering is the only technique that provides quantitative information on the organization of nuclear proteins, which is also associated to a fractal behavior with an exponent of *f* ∼ 2.5 over the full length spectrum.

EVIDENCE FROM CHROMOSOME CONFORMATION CAPTURE
=============================================

A number of methods have been established to map chromosome large scale organization based on the capture of spatially adjacent chromatin segments after crosslinking in fixed cells using spatially constrained ligation followed by locus-specific polymerase chain reaction ([@gks586-B47]). Recent developments (Hi-C) enable an unbiased identification of chromatin interactions across an entire genome with a precision of ∼ 1 Mbp ([@gks586-B10]). This technique showed that even for distances larger than ∼200 Mb, the intra-chromosomal contact probability is greater than the average contact probability between different chromosomes, suggesting that they are arranged in discrete entities, the so-called chromosome territories ([@gks586-B9]). Moreover, the intra- and inter-chromosomal interaction pattern could be decomposed into two compartments, within which contacts were enriched. This dual compartimentalization seemed to be closely associated to the bi-partite organization of chromosomes in euchromatin (less compact and enriched in active genes) and heterochromatin (more compact and transcriptionally mostly silent). Finally, Hi-C was applied to assess intra-chromosomal contact probabilities in human lymphoblastoids, unraveling a power law scaling associated to a slope of −1.08 in the range 500 kb to 7 Mbp, that corresponds to a spatial range of ∼500 nm--2 µm. This structural property seemed to be consistent with a fractal organization of DNA in a crumpled globule conformation characterized by a fractal dimension of *f* ∼ 3.

EVIDENCE FROM NUCLEAR RHEOLOGY
==============================

Structural insights on nuclear organization may be inferred from rheological measurements because nuclear proteins diffuse in the inter-chromatin space, and their motion is hindered by the obstruction of chromatin fibers ([@gks586-B48; @gks586-B49; @gks586-B50]). At length scales larger than ∼500 nm, photoperturbation techniques have consensually demonstrated that diffusion is normal ([@gks586-B32],[@gks586-B51]), whereas complex behaviors, which were interpreted in terms of anomalous diffusion or multiple-component diffusion, were observed at smaller length scales of ∼100--200 nm using single particle tracking or fluorescence correlation spectroscopy ([@gks586-B11],[@gks586-B52; @gks586-B53; @gks586-B54]). Our group observed that the diffusive hindrance and anomalous diffusion exponent *γ* of Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) multimers containing 1, 2, 5 and 10 GFPs in tandem were size independent, suggesting that the nucleoplasm architecture is fractal because these structures have no characteristic length scale, so diffusing molecules encounter the same obstructions regardless of their size. Furthermore, the fractal dimension of the accessible nucleoplasm could be derived from quantitative modeling of interaction kinetics, revealing that the fractal architecture of nucleoplasm euchromatin and heterochromatin were markedly distinct and associated to fractal dimensions of *f* ∼ 2.6 and 2.2, respectively, in the 2--100 nm space domain.

The fact that both the chromatin and the nucleoplasm exhibit fractal architectures seems contradictory from a mathematical standpoint, because the dimension of the complement of a fractal is 3 ([@gks586-B28]). Two, not mutually exclusive, hypotheses can explain this apparent paradox. First, fractals and their complements may both exhibit mass fractal properties when they span only a limited spatial range ([@gks586-B55],[@gks586-B56]). In support of this hypothesis, molecular dynamic simulations have shown that size independent anomalous diffusion occurs for finite sized random walkers in the presence of fractal obstacles ([@gks586-B49]), in clear contradiction with the theoretical expectation that unobstructed diffusion should occur in the complement of a fractal, which is of dimension 3. Second, one may conceive that nuclear diffusion involves a combination of diffusion in the chromatin-free space and some degree of longitudinal movements (or sliding) along the fractal 'surface' of chromatin, which together give the appearance of a fractal architecture of the nucleoplasm. Interestingly, this proposition leads to the intriguing consequence: proteins might sense different nuclear environment depending on their interaction dynamics with chromosomes. In line with this speculative model, we note recent Brownian dynamics simulations performed on GFP diffusion in an atomically detailed model of bacterial cytoplasm including the 50 most abundant types of macromolecules revealed that attractive interactions between GFP and cytoplasmic macromolecules were necessary to reproduce the slow diffusion of GFP in these cells ([@gks586-B57]).

FIRST COMMENTS ON THE FRACTAL MODEL
===================================

Several experimental lines of evidence support the fractal organization of the nucleus ([Table 1](#gks586-T1){ref-type="table"}). The available experimental data provides a complex picture because fractality refers to DNA, chromatin, the nucleoplasm or the whole nucleus, which exhibit markedly different architectures as exemplified by the unrelated fractal structural parameters detected by neutron scattering for the DNA or protein component of chromosomes in the nucleus ([Table 1](#gks586-T1){ref-type="table"}). Moreover, the fractal exponents inferred from the different assays do not characterize the geometrical organization of chromatin over the same spatial range. Interestingly, a survey on the use of fractal models for physical systems pointed out the narrow spectrum (sometimes less than one order of magnitude) on which fractal properties were detected ([@gks586-B58]), although these models should be applied to structures self-similar over broad physical lengths. This concern holds for chromatin architecture as power-law scalings are observed in the range ∼2--200 nm and 200 nm--2 µm (i.e. over two or one order of magnitude, respectively). Thus, the term fractality may be misleading, although power-law scaling behaviors are clearly observed for the different nuclear components. Bearing this limitation in mind, fractal models, even valid on a limited spatial range, call into question the textbook picture of a clear hierarchical folding of chromatin, which is formed by discrete structures at different length scales, because a fractal geometry is similar at all length scales where it applies. A fractal nuclear architecture would naturally connect the different chromatin structural levels in a common organization without sharp boundaries, rather than artificially segmenting chromatin into discrete and separate entities, e.g. nucleosomes, nucleosome arrays or chromatin loops.

Now, one may wonder whether the fractal dimensions reported in the literature can be linked to specific geometries. This assignment is, however, impossible in most cases because a variety of structures can be imagined to match a given fractal dimension. Nevertheless, we note that the fractal dimension somewhat varies between three main values *f* ∼ 2, 2.5 and 3 for small, intermediate and large length scales, respectively ([Table 1](#gks586-T1){ref-type="table"}). *f* ∼ 3 corresponds to a space-filling line in space, which can be a topologically entangled state or a crumpled globule (see discussion later). *f* ∼ 2.5 is reminiscent of the exponent observed for percolation clusters, which is the example of Brownian self-similarity depicted in [Figure 1](#gks586-F1){ref-type="fig"}d. Percolation clusters are generic models to study diffusion in porous materials ([@gks586-B59]) or to describe the architecture of condensed polymers ([@gks586-B60]). Note that these architectures are detected for the protein component of chromosomes or for chromatin but not for DNA organization in chromosomes. Finally, *f* ∼ 2 is the fractal dimension of a Gaussian chain, which is the ideal polymer conformation typically detected in high-concentration polymer solutions ([@gks586-B61]), a situation relevant for the nuclear environment.

Fractal models of chromatin should be judged based on the accuracy of their predictions regarding nuclear organization or the molecular processes occurring in the nuclear context. Interestingly, the fractal parameters that describe the DNA component or the nucleoplasm are not equally insightful in terms of functional consequences for biological transactions. For instance, when diffusive processes or target-search mechanisms of nuclear proteins such as transcription factors are investigated, it is appropriate to consider the fractal architecture of the chromatin-free space, which is the medium available for diffusive movement. On the other hand, to understand large-scale chromosome organization and the structural determinants of interactions between distant genomic loci the fractal architecture of DNA is the relevant. In the following, we, therefore, discuss the predictions of fractal models for DNA architecture and the chromatin-free space at large and small length scales, respectively.

FUNCTIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF A FRACTAL MODEL FOR THE NUCLEOPLASM AT SMALL LENGTH SCALES
=====================================================================================

The fractal dimensions of the nucleoplasm measured in ([@gks586-B11]) for euchromatin and heterochromatin are 2.6 and 2.2, respectively. Because the fractal dimension exactly matches the intuitive notion of textural roughness ([@gks586-B45]), these values are somewhat consistent with the idea that heterochromatin is more condensed than euchromatin: the topography of the complement of heterochromatin is smooth and poorly branched, thus leaving a smaller part of chromatin surface for transcription factors to scan for target sites. By contrast, nucleoplasm in euchromatin is defined by a larger fractal dimension, occupying more of the total volume and, therefore, giving access to a larger part of the rough chromatin surface for scanning chromatin interacting proteins.

Moreover, it was recently shown that the comparison of the fractal dimension *f* to the anomaly parameter *γ* provides general predictions regarding the target-search mechanism in fractal environments ([@gks586-B62; @gks586-B63; @gks586-B64]). When *γ \> f*, exploration by diffusion is compact, meaning that diffusing molecules systematically visit their neighboring sites and oversample their surrounding environment. On the contrary, the time to reach a target locus is independent on the distance from the initial position for *f* ≥ *γ*, so diffusing molecules rapidly sample large environments although they may overlook nearby sites, referred to as non-compact exploration. This model has intriguing consequences for hetero- and eu-chromatin ([Table 1](#gks586-T1){ref-type="table"}). Given that similar anomaly parameters are detected in both compartments ([@gks586-B11]) and the fractal dimension of the heterochromatin nucleoplasm is lower, exploration is expected to be more compact in heterochromatin. Thus, chromatin interacting proteins should systematically bind to all their available binding sites in heterochromatin, in agreement with the long residence of generic chromatin binding proteins observed in heterochromatin ([@gks586-B11]) and with the higher frequency of transient protein trapping in heterochromatin ([@gks586-B53]). In addition, such binding enhancement could be involved in heterochromatin maintenance in a silent state: specific histone modifications that create stereo-specific binding sites are known to be required for the formation of this compartment ([@gks586-B65],[@gks586-B66]) and compact exploration could ensure a positive feedback for their maintenance ([@gks586-B11]). On the contrary, the target search strategy in euchromatin seems to favor a faster non-compact exploration with less redundancy in the scanning, which is presumably adapted to scan for comparatively rare *cis* regulatory elements in the genome. It was formerly suggested that a local change in the fractal landscape of chromatin could result in a change of local attractor for proteins, which might in turn account for repression or expression of a region ([@gks586-B67]). Chromatin might thus be able to switch the expression of different loci by altering its fractal structure. We note that the prediction of this model was recently tested in a theoretical work that showed a link between the compact/non-compact exploration of transcription factors and the kinetics of transcriptional response ([@gks586-B68]).

FUNCTIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF A FRACTAL MODEL FOR CHROMATIN AT LARGE LENGTH SCALES
===============================================================================

A number of models for the large-scale architecture of chromosomes have already been proposed and investigated experimentally using *in situ* hybridization of oligonucleotides targeted to specific genomic sequences in fixed cells (Fluorescent In Situ Hybridization, FISH). The physical distance between genomic loci (*L*) was mapped as a function of genomic distances (*G*) ([@gks586-B37],[@gks586-B38],[@gks586-B69]):

with *ε* the fractal dimension of the line of polymer in space, which is *a priori* unrelated to *f* (A. Grosberg, personal communication). In the 150 nm--1 µm spatial range, *ε* was ∼2, and it increased to ∼3.2 above 1 µm (note that a fractal dimension larger than 3 is somewhat surprising and would deserve further investigations). A confinement for distances larger than 2--3 µm, which is consonant with the existence of chromosome territories of finite dimension in interphase ([@gks586-B9]), was recently detected ([@gks586-B70]). Albeit the fact that FISH is an artifact-prone technique that strongly alters chromatin structures smaller than ∼1 Mb mainly during the harsh thermal denaturation step ([@gks586-B71]), different models were built on chromatin loops that were either of ∼1 Mbp in length ([@gks586-B37],[@gks586-B38]) or of ∼200 kb and bundled in groups of ∼5 ([@gks586-B69]). However, their consistency with respect to polymer physics predictions so far remains limited because it was recently demonstrated that confined polymer models could equally well reproduce FISH data ([@gks586-B72]). A new dynamic loop model was recently proposed assuming that the formation of chromosome loops is a random diffusion-driven process and that loops occur transiently ([@gks586-B73], [@gks586-B74]). This model, which leads to the formation of loops of random sizes, relies on two fitting parameters, namely the loop formation probability on collision of two chromatin loci and the loop lifetime. Notably, the looping probability is set to low values ∼10^−4^, so as to avoid the formation of collapsed, highly entangled, polymer chains. Using an appropriate set of parameters, it was shown that this model reproduces experiments of FISH and Hi-C and the general topography of chromosome territories ([@gks586-B74]).

Interestingly, structural insights obtained by Hi-C lead to an alternative model of chromosomes architecture called the crumpled globule, which is a space filling conformation characterized by a fractal dimension of *f* = 3. The crumpling was originally imagined to explain relaxation kinetics of polymers rapidly brought in poor solvent conditions ([@gks586-B23]). The crumpled conformation is transient and ultimately collapses into an equilibrium globule, which is the stable configuration in poor solvent. The crumpled globule is not entangled, and large scale loops should be reorganized at a low energetic cost with no need to break physical contacts to liberate genomic sequences. In addition, the crumpled globule favors long-range intra-chromosomal interactions, as shown by the power-law dependence of −1 for contact probabilities in comparison with −1.5 for equilibrium globules ([@gks586-B10]). Despite these attractive predictions, it remains elusive whether a crumpled conformation can be stabilized over long time periods *in vivo*. Interestingly, Rosa *et al*. ([@gks586-B75]) proposed that the organization of chromosomes in discrete territories was unstable from a thermodynamic standpoint yet maintained throughout interphase kinetically. One may then speculate that crumpling occurs during the post-mitotic decondensation of chromosomes due to the topological constraints in the nuclear volume, and these long polymer chains remain unentangled and segregated in territories throughout the period of interphase.

Overall, the dynamic loop and the crumpled globule models seem to account for experimental data on chromatin large scale organization, though the former is a steady-state model built on transient loops, whereas the latter is kinetically unstable. Despite these differences, it remains unclear whether the structures proposed by Bohn and Heermann ([@gks586-B74]) or Mirny and coworkers ([@gks586-B10]) share similarities or not, and one future study comparing their conformations is thus needed.

Because the fractal description of the different structural elements in the nucleus remains far from complete, we propose a roadmap of future experiments to validate the fractal model of nuclear architecture and determine its properties more precisely.

ROADMAP TO SUPPORT OR INVALIDATE THE FRACTAL MODEL
==================================================

A convergence of experimental data obtained from Hi-C, image analysis and neutron scattering supports the fractal architecture of nuclear DNA mass distribution at length scales larger than 300 nm, but a consensus about the nature of the underlying structure at smaller scales is still lacking (see column *f* in [Table 1](#gks586-T1){ref-type="table"}). Image analysis of confocal or electron micrographs of individual fixed cells remain to be improved due to the potential artifacts associated to the staining protocol ([@gks586-B76]). Fluorescent cell-permeable stoichiometric DNA intercalators, such as Hoechst 33342 ([@gks586-B77]) or DRAQ5 ([@gks586-B78]) could be used to characterize DNA architecture. In addition, labeling the DNA backbone with fluorescent nucleotide analogs is possible in living cells ([@gks586-B79]). Core histones, such as H2B, could be simultaneously fluorescently labeled (chemically or with GFP) to directly test whether the fractal dimensions of the DNA and the protein component of chromatin differ in individual cells, as expected from neutron scattering ([Table 1](#gks586-T1){ref-type="table"}). It may also prove useful to compare chromatin texture based on transmission electron micrographs and correlative H2B-GFP fluorescent images, given that the distribution of H2B-GFP is correlated with electron-dense chromatin regions ([@gks586-B80]). Electron spectroscopy imaging (ESI) is another powerful technique to study the nuclear interior using nitrogen and phosphorus mapping, which enables to delineate protein from nucleic acids without contrast agents ([@gks586-B81],[@gks586-B82]). Interestingly, all these techniques allow to derive the mass fractal distribution of different nuclear components, yet this quantity is not relevant to strengthen the crumpled globule hypothesis vs. dynamic looping. In fact, the crumpled globule conformation can be unambiguous demonstrated by determining *ε*, which is equal to 3 only for this architecture (A. Grosberg, personal communication). FISH represents the most straightforward technique to measure *ε*, but the artifacts of fixation have always raised concerns on the reliability of FISH data ([@gks586-B70]). Thus future experiments should ideally be performed in living cell using, e.g. PNA as hybridization probes ([@gks586-B83]), or developing new fluorescent nucleotide incorporation regimes in different colors into the DNA backbone. Finally, the probability of intra-chromosomal contacts could be scanned by Hi-C in cells treated to control the degree of nuclear confinement using, e.g. hypo/hypertonic media ([@gks586-B84]), or drug treatments such as aphidicolin, which induces an increase in nuclear volume while preventing DNA replication (Sébastien Huet and J.E., unpublished results). The changes in chromatin folding could then be analyzed with the crumple globule and the dynamic loop models to compare the relevance of their predictions.

At scales \<300 nm, experimental data on chromatin fractal architecture is still sparse ([Table 1](#gks586-T1){ref-type="table"}), and electron microscopy or ESI of thin nuclear sections clearly constitutes methods of choice to probe the DNA or protein structures of chromatin at small length scales. Conventional preparation protocols, which involve fixation, dehydration, embedding in plastic for sectioning and staining with heavy metals, may, however, distort cellular structures ([@gks586-B85]), and other methods of sample preparation have been explored, one of which, cryofixation, has received much attention. Cryofixation that relies on the rapid freezing of the specimen has emerged as a powerful solution to observe samples in their fully hydrated 3D structure ([@gks586-B86]), although the lack of staining has to be compensated by sophisticated image analysis and reconstruction ([@gks586-B87]). Notably, these techniques could also prove useful to characterize the architecture of the nucleoplasm using, e.g. textural analysis of inverted contrast images, and the spatial resolution should be sufficient to zoom at the level of nuclear compartments, such as euchromatin and heterochromatin, and ascertain whether they exhibit significantly different fractal architectures. Moreover, the recent advent of super-resolution microscopy techniques, e.g. PhotoActivated Localization Microscopy/Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy/Ground State Depletion microscopy followed by Individual Molecule return, which achieve spatial resolutions of ∼20 nm ([@gks586-B88; @gks586-B89; @gks586-B90; @gks586-B91]), and which have been applied to cell lines for instance expressing H2B tagged GFP ([@gks586-B92]) and with a moiety that can be labeled with a bright organic fluorophore ([@gks586-B93]), or could be applied to DNA stained cells, constitutes an interesting prospect to strengthen or invalidate the fractal model. Notably, the diffusion coefficient of genomic loci of ∼10^−2 ^µm^2^/s, meaning that they explore ∼100 nm in 1 s, is rapid ([@gks586-B94],[@gks586-B95]), and optimal resolutions in super-resolution microscopy are reached only after fixation of the cells, thus suggesting that cryofixation will be a relevant tool for the observation of small chromatin features.

We envisioned several consequences of chromatin fractal organization for euchromatin and heterochromatin in terms of target search strategies. Transcription factors are indeed expected to exhibit dramatically different behaviors in hetero- and eu-chromatin in terms of the compactness of their exploration by random motion. Interestingly, it was recently shown that the movement of transcription factors could be tracked spatially with exquisite precision at the single molecule level in living bacteria ([@gks586-B96]). These experiments are, however, limited to ∼5 images before fluorophores bleach, and this time frame is likely insufficient to assay the compactness of a trajectory. Stable inorganic probes, such as quantum dots or nano-crystals ([@gks586-B97],[@gks586-B98]), or new generations of stable organic dyes, such as Atto 647 ([@gks586-B99]), are expected to greatly improve acquisition conditions and to pave the way to a direct validation of these propositions.

CONCLUSION
==========

Beyond the discussion on the relevance of a fractal nuclear organization, one may speculate on why chromatin has evolved toward a fractal architecture. This question was raised in the seminal work of Grosberg *et al*. ([@gks586-B22]), who proposed that DNA primary sequence, which exhibits self-similar properties ([@gks586-B15; @gks586-B16; @gks586-B17; @gks586-B18; @gks586-B19; @gks586-B20]), and its spatial structure were created together as a result of a self-similar evolution process. Loops may indeed be stabilized by DNA sequences non-randomly repeated along chromosomes, as suggested by the spatial correlation between CTCF binding sites and contacts between DNA fragments derived from Hi-C ([@gks586-B100]). The crumpled globule architecture may have been selected due to its optimal packing of chromosomes, while maintaining them in a dynamic and accessible state. Whether these properties are essential for genomic transactions are unclear, and it remains to be assessed whether chromosome adopt a fractal conformation in every eukaryotes. In addition, it was recently shown that the facilitated diffusion model, which describes the search for a target site based on alternating phases of free diffusion in the bulk and sliding diffusion of a bound complex, is a robust mechanism for a fractal template such as chromatin ([@gks586-B101]). In turn, this study shows that the exploration strategy can be finely tuned, and the first passage time at a target site greatly accelerated, by adjusting the molecular interactions of a complex and the fractal characteristics *f* and *γ* of the template. Consequently, the fractal hypothesis seems to be adding a new line to the already rich palette of structural polymorphism of chromatin, which appears to be reconfigurable from the nucleosomal to the nuclear level.
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